
 First Century Fellowship 

Lesson:    Reformation, Rapture, & Resurrection – Part 2 

 

Summarized Content: 

Review: The early church flourished for several hundred years with followers keeping Sabbath 

and Holy Days.  The Catholic Church, then, began to control an understanding of God over time 

and created a lot of man-made traditions not founded on God’s Word. 

Review:  The invention of the printing press allowed people in Europe to have the Word of God 

in their hands and in their own languages.  As people began reading God’s Word, they realized 

the lies and crookedness of the church.  A reformation began as people started reading God’s 

Word and keep His Sabbath and Holy Days. 

Review: Leaders of the reformation, Martin Luther & Calvin, nailed the 95 Theses on the door 

of the Catholic Church and wanted to worship differently, according to God’s Word.  However, 

as they began to gain momentum in this movement, many of the reformation leaders caved to 

the Catholic Church’s change of the Sabbath to Sunday, as well as the celebration of traditional 

holidays not of God (Christmas and Easter).  

Review:  Understanding this history helps to understand where and how many of the fallacies 

of the Christian church grew into doctrine over time and hid God’s truths and His plan.  It is also 

clear how the Sabbath and Holy Days, the keys to God’s Kingdom, have been minimized, 

discounted, and how Christ’s true followers have been put to death for even keeping those 

days that are sacred to God. 

Review:  Understanding church history and how Satan has made sure to hide God’s truth and 

His plan throughout history is important as many times it will be magnified in a greater way in 

the end times.  It also shows us how Satan has used human greed for power, control of 

knowledge, and greed to control what most people today call “church”. 

The Rapture myth was started by a little girl and her dream and her father, a preacher.  Over 

time, it grew into church doctrine.  Many people have made money with this idea over time.  

There is no basis for it in the Bible.  It violates John 3:13. 

Satan introduced the RAPTURE rather than the RESURRECTION to deceive many. 

Keeping the Sabbath and Holy Days are the “Keys to the Kingdom” Christ described in Matthew 

16:18-19. 

 

 



Scriptures: 

Matt. 16:18-19 

John 3:13 

2 Peter 3:8-12, 16-17 

I Thess. 5:1-8 

John 1:1-5 

Deut. 30:19 

Rev. 22:1-8 

 

Activities: 

Exploring God’s Word: 

 Review the content from Part 1 lesson by playing the Reformation Truth or Myth Game 

with the red, green, and yellow sticks.  Use Skittles to reward those who answering the 

statement correctly after each statement. 

 Read the scriptures listed above and discuss the meaning of each as a group. 

 Review briefly the Holy Days and their symbolism in God’s plan by showing children a 

pictorial symbol of each Holy Day (in folder).  Be sure you have a set or two laminated so 

they can move them around, match them to their names, and place them in order 

during God’s calendar year.   

 Ask children why they think God’s Sabbath and Holy Days are considered the Keys to the 

Kingdom (they describe the plan of God in great detail, help us to prepare for His 

coming, and allow us to build our live on His rock rather than sand – unsound doctrine 

made by man).   

 Show children a mythical timeline of the rapture and ask them how it differs from what 

they know about God’s timeline of events.  (See studies on the End Times for more 

information and background on this.) 

 

Understanding God’s Word  (choose from the activities below): 

  Retell God’s Plan through HIS Timeline:  Have the children create their own timelines 

showing the correct events (not the rapture) for God’s Plan based on what they know about the 

Holy Days.  Have them cut out their own Holy Day and End Time Event symbols, glue them to 

colored index cards or small framed index cards (much like what it used in paper cut crafting), 



label the event, and then clip them in order with small paper clips or mini clothespins to a long 

piece of yarn or rope.  Small pictures representing each event can also be glued to popsicle 

sticks attached to a long piece of yarn to hand from top to bottom. 

   Real Cheese Truth:  Have children fold a yellow piece of construction paper in half 

(hamburger).  On one side, have children draw a picture of Swiss cheese.  Label the cheese 

“Rapture Doctrine”.  Go back and review scriptures children read in the beginning of the lesson 

that disprove the Rapture Doctrine.  Have them write each scripture reference in a hole of the 

Swiss cheese.  On the other side, have children draw a picture of solid cheese and label it 

“Resurrection Truth”.  Help them write scriptures that reference God’s 2 resurrections inside 

that piece of cheese.  Use the two kinds of cheeses as a snack to reinforce these images. 

  Sheep Coloring Page:  Have children color the sheep coloring page to reinforce hearing 

God’s voice through the dark lies of the world. 

  God’s Sheep:  Read John 10:27.  When there are many deceiving doctrines, it can be easy 

to be fooled.  Explain that God’s children, those who keep His commandments and are baptized 

into truth, can hear God’s voice beyond the deception.  Use sheep stickers and place them on a 

small piece of wood, popsicle stick or in a small frame and ad the words of this verse.  Attach a 

string to hang it, a suction cup, or magnet.   

  Choose Magnet:  Use small wooden shapes (or ones out of cardboard or foam) that are 

in the shape of a line with an arrow at each end.  Between the two arrows, have children place 

a question mark of sequins, the word “CHOOSE LIFE!”, or Deut. 30:19, which talks about 

choosing blessing or cursing based on one’s choices in life.  Attach a magnet to the back. 

  Sheep Magnets:  Create sheep by gluing cotton balls to popsicle sticks or cardboard.  

Place the John 10:27 scripture on the sheep’s side. 

 

 


